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FORtWORD
This report is one of a series of related papers covering various aspects of a broad program to investigate the flow-field variables associated with hypersonic-velocity projectiles in free flight under controlled environmental conditions. Tuie experimental research is being conducted in the Flight Physics Range of GM Defense Research Laboratories, General Motors Corporation, and Is supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract No. DA-01-02i-AMC-U358{Z). It is Intended that this series of reports, when completed, will provide a background of knowledge of the phenomena involved in the basic study and thus aid in a better understanding of the data obtained in the investigation.
INTSODUCTION 1 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 2 SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 4 Solution of Poisson's Equation 6
Solution of the v Equation 
INTRODUCTION
Transient heat conduction problems in polar spheric oordinate systems are of considerable importance. One important clas« of boundary conditions for the epherical region is a prescribed heat flux at the surface. Since the heal flux during the initial phases of reentry is approximately indepsndent of time, th« solution to this class of problems b&a application to the transient heating regime of r«>«ntry vehicles. In particular, the solution of the arbitrary surface flux problem can be used to calculate the time for incipient phase change of spherical models utilized to -' 4t nulate reentry In free-flight range experiments.
The temperature distribution in a spherical region subjected to a constant heat flux has been reported tn References 1 and 2. However, the problem of a spherical region subjected to a variable surface flux has not been Investigated.
Considerable research has been conducted concerning transient temperature distributions in bodies undergoing phase changes. References 2 through 9, Including the references therein, provide a relatively comprehensive bibliography of this subject. However, it Is to be noted that the above authors assumed that the transient heal conduction could be represented by a one-dimensional model. When the heat flux is a function of position, various sectors of the surface will reach the phase transformation stat« at different times. Hence, the phase transformation is further complicated by this effect, and it is important to b« able to evaluate the surface temperature distribution and time when this temperature Is first reached ai some point on the body.
The nurpose of the present paper is to determine the exact transient temperature distribution for a spherical region subjected to a time-in dependent surface heat flux that may be a function of position. The solution f% obtained for a material with constant thermal propsrues and a region without sources or ainks. 
The coordinate system for this problem is assumed to be tha region bounded by the sphere of radius a as shown in Figure 1 .
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Figure 1 Coordinate System
In order to simplify the solution of Equation (1) It In assumed that: (a) the heat generation per unit volume per unit time is sero; (b) the thermal properties are constant; and (c) the boundary conditions are independent of time.
It is assumed that the initial temperature distribution is known and that an arbitrary heat flux at the surface of the sphere is specified. IM xiag the three assumptions listed above, Equation (1) In Equation (3b}, F is knovn constsmt and K is the thermal conductivity of the maierial In order to generalize the solution of Equation (2) subjected to (3a) and (3b), we define the following noncUmensional uistance and time
Combining Equations (2), (4a} and (4b) and expanding the Laplacian in terms of spherical coordinates yields
ComrertiiJg the boundary conditions to tbe niiudtmensiomiized form gives
where
The solution of Equation (5) must also me$t the physical consL^üt that the temperature throughout the region is bounded for finite time. It san be shown that a simple variables-separable soMloa of Equation (5) cannot meet all of the bounriary conditions. This implies tha; if a solution with separated variables is valid for the given system, the*: it must be a composite function.
Assume that the solution of Equation (5) can be written in the following form Itr, 0, 0, t) = f(t) + uir, 6, 0) + v (r, S, 0, t) .
It can be s^own that a sclution to Equation (5) that meets (6«i) and {6b) la unique.
A mathematical-uniquenet-a proof for this system is? given by Churchill' ' The physical uniqueness of the solution can also be proven by invoking the Secmd Law of Thtrmodynamics. Assume that T, and T-are unique solutions to Equation (5) subjected to (6a) and (6b). If T. an^ 'ig are solutions, then (Tj-T«) mus; also be a solution. It can be easily shown that the Second Law of Thermodynamics is violated if the quantity T, -TJ 1« not identically zero.
Combining Equations (5) and (8) yields
Since the right-hand si«^ of Equation (10) is «ndependent of time, the left-hand slie must also be independent of time. Therefore, f(t) can be written as
where M is a constant. The boundary and initial conditions of the problem are satisfied by
Equations ( 
is a separation constant.
The solution to Equation (29) is given by the associated Lep^ndre function
6(x) = Pj 1 (x)
ß* » n(n+l) n»0, 1, 2»-(31)
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Inuatlon (88) Sines the values of a^ and b nm are determined in terms of the given normal boundary condition and simple quadratures, the solution of the u function is determined. It is also to be noted that the constant M (see Equations (8) and (12)) has been specified in terms of the normal bounds y condition.
i ■ L_ Bessei functions subjected to the eigenvalues of Equation (52) are given by
The values of C nm . and D^. are determined to be
The constant rr must be replaced by 2ir when C , is evaluated. noj
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RESULTS
The solution is finally obtained by combining the various parts.
T.Mt + *f (r 2 -!)^ S^P^Cx) |A cosmiS + B 8iam0 ! The results of Equation (57) can be simplified if the initial temperature distribution is assumed constant.
In this case, the left-hand side of Equation (57) M the heat flux and temperature distribution are axlaily symmetric functions, the solution and boundary conditions are not dependent on the angle 0. This simplificatiof < reflected by setting the value of m identically equal to zero in Equation (b,, .* in addition to the above the initial temperature of the region is constant, further simplifications result in the solution.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Some commcmH may be made concerning the generality of the above solution. The develoymant in the proceeding sections has shown that the temperature distribution in a sphurical region subjected to a known heat flux at the boundary can be represented in terms of known functions and quadratures. It is also Important to note that the eigenvalues, X , , of Equation (52) are not dependent on the form of the given normal heat flux distribution Therefore, once the set of eigenvalues are determined, they are valid for all input functions g< 6, 0).
The generality of the above solution is manifested by the expansion coefficients a and b" m . The sign and numerical value of a_ Indicates the character nm nm oo of the problem that is being studied. If the value of a is greater than zero, there is a net flux of energy into the region and one would expect the internal energy of the region to rise with time. This is confirmed by the first term in the solution. On the other hand, the numerical value of a is negative if there is a net flux of energy leaving the region. Physically, the negative sign implies tl&t the internal energy of the region decreases with time. For a system in which the integral of the flux over the boundary is zero, one expects that the net internal energy of the region woiua remain constant. This phenomenon is also predicted by the solution, sinci? under the above assumption the value of a^ would be zero. Finally, if the heat flux is identically zero over the whole surface, all of the a.'s and b 's are zero, and the solution reduces to nm nm the temperature history of an insulated spherical region with an Initial temperature distributiom "he above discussion implies that the temperature variation given by Equation (57) is valid for a wide range of normal boundary conditions that include net heating, cooling, or an Insulated boundary.
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